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1 CAT DATA IN THE EVENT INBOX
The SeMSy ®CAT application is generating meta data information for every Baccarat game played. This data is displayed in 
the SeMSy® Event Inbox application. Each event listed in the event box corresponds to a complete game, in this case  
Baccarat. The duration of a game in Baccarat is determined by a FirstBet (FB) trigger and an End of Game (EG) trigger.

Fig. 1

 ▶ Select the Event Inbox application in the SeMSy® main menu.

Fig. 2
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Filter - Extracts events according to predefined criteria.

Incoming Games and Events - The Incoming Events section displays triggered events with basic information such as Status, 
Criticality, Subject and Date. The display mode of the alarms can be changed at any time via the Display Options, the list 
format is set by default.

Game related Information - containing essential information about the selected game, such as:

• The Float Value at the First Card time point.
• The Bets placed on the different betting boxes, as well as the type of the bet on this box. Entries colored blue, are winning 

bets, entries colored gray describes losing bets.
 Bets can be placed on:
 - P/B - Player/Banker
 - PP/BP - Player Pair/ Banker Pair
 - T - Tie
 - L6 - Lucky6
 Only the total chip float and the placed bets of the corresponding player box are displayed here. The exact  
 distribution of bets within the player box is displayed by the Baccarat Chip Stack Module of the CAT Analysis  
 Monitor.

• Information, such as Betting Duration, Game Duration, Payout Duration and the entire time stamps.
• Float Value for the First Card time stamp and the End of Payout time stamp.
• The game result.

Pole Camera View - The view of all activated pole cameras of the corresponding game table. Clicking on the pole cameras 
view opens the selected view in an bigger window containing a different options.

Fig. 3
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CAT Application Shortcut and Export - Opens the selected game/event in the SeMSy® CAT application on a selected monitor.

Fig. 4

All active monitors are displayed with a number based on the workstation’s current system configuration. A blue colored 
number indicates on which monitor the CAT App should be displayed.

2 CAT APPLICATION IN SEMSY®
The SeMSy® CAT application (CAT app) provides different views and tools to work with the data captured by the CAT video 
analysis system.

2.1 Initial Start Up

Fig. 5

 ▶ Open a selected event in the Event Inbox application via the CAT Shortcut button.
or

 ▶ Select the CAT application from the SeMSy® main menu.
or

 ▶ Click on a Table Statistics in the SeMSy® Dashboard application.
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2.2 Analysis Perspectives

The SeMSy® CAT application offers different ways of analyzing processes on gaming tables, such as Long-Term Analysis, 
Urgent Analysis and Raw Events.

Fig. 6

2.2.1 Long-Term Analysis

The long-term analysis provides an overview of the analysis results of a maximum for 24 hours around the selected event 
(+/- 12) from different categories such as Float Progress, Game Pace and Average Player Rating per one selected table. The 
collected data sets are collected and subdivided per game played. Clicking one of the legends entries disables the selected 
box in the diagram.

Float Progress

The Float Progress Statistics shows the total chip float of a table during a selected game. The total value of all the chips on 
the table and the differences resulting from players’ winning or losing bets are measured.

Fig. 7
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 Float Value - Count of the total value of all chips present on the game table, including the bank.
 Float Profit - Difference between the starting value and the final value of the float to measure profits or losses of all

placed player bets.
 Detailed Game Data - Contains detailed analysis data of the selected time period such as Hands, Results and Bets.

Game Pace

The Game Pace statistic shows the time intervals between important trigger points within a selected game as well as the 
time intervals between individual games on a game table.

Fig. 8

 Game Pace - Shows the duration of the Payout Time, Betting Time and Play Time of a selected game. 
 Total Time - Measures the time from End of Game trigger (EoG) to End of Game trigger colored in .
 Detailed Game Data - Contains detailed analysis data of the selected time period such as Hands, Results and Bets.

The Game Pace column uses the following colore codes:

 Time between the End of Game and the End of Play time stamp.

 Time between the First Card and the End of Game time stamp.

 Time between the First Bet and the First Card time stamp.
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Average Player Rating

The Average Player Rating analysis describes the value of chips that moves from each player box to the table and compares 
the data to the winnings and losses of the respective player’s box. The data is then used to calculate the total balance of the 
respective box.

Fig. 9

 Turnover per Box - Player Rating - Measures the total value of chips moving from a player’s box to the table.
 Win/ Loss per Box - Measures the wins and losses per box on a game table.
 Total Balance per Box - Displays the total balance of chips one box contains.
 Detailed Game Data - Contains detailed analysis data of the selected time period such as Hands, Results and Bets.

First Game Start - the First Card time stamp of the first game in the time line.
Last Game Start - the First Card time stamp of the last game in the time line.
Number of Games - Number of games in the time range.
Number of Games Played - Number of games with bets in the time range.
Winning Bets Count - Number of winning bets in the time range.
Winning Bets Value - Value of the winning bets in the time range.
Losing Bets Count - Number of losing bets in the time range.
Losing Bets Value - Value of the losing bets in the time range.
Avg. Bets per Game - Average number of bets per game in the time range.
Avg. Bet Value per Game - Average value of a bet per game in the timer range.
Total Bets: Player - Number of bets on player in the time range.
Total Bets: Player Pair - Number of bets on player pair in the time range.
Total Bets: Banker - Number of bets on banker in the time range.
Total Bets: Banker Pair - Number of bets on banker pair in the time range.
Float Difference - The difference in the float between the first and the last game in the time range.
Difference by Bet Values - The expected difference in the float by accumulating the Win/Loss for all games in the time range.
Avg. Float Value - Average float value of all games in the time range.
Avg. Betting Duration - Average time between First Bet and First Card in the time range.
Avg. Play Duration - Average time between First Card and End of Game in the time range.
Avg. Payout Duration - Average time between the End of Game and the End of Play in the time range.
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2.2.2 Urgent Analysis

The Urgent view provides detailed information about different aspects of the Baccarat game for every hand. The following 
image shows such a view. 

Fig. 10

 Table Selection - Switch between different tables using Table IDs from the drop-down menu.
 Game related Information - containing essential information about the selected game.
 Analysis Perspectives - Change between different Analysis modes like Urgent Analysis, Long-Term Analysis and Raw
Events.
 Additional Camera View - The view of all activated pole cameras of the corresponding game table. Clicking on the pole 
cameras view opens the selected view in an bigger window containing a different options.
 Timeline and Time Navigation - The Timeline allows you to quickly jump to required time points and time intervals via
the Time Navigation. 

Timeline and Time Navigation

The time line allows you to quickly select required dates and time intervals. Jump to different time points and event triggers 
via the time navigation.

• FB: The First Bet time point, when the player placed the first bet.
• FC: The First Card time point, when the dealer draws the first card.
• EG: The End of Game time point, when the dealer push the end of game button on the card shoe.
• EP: The End of Play time point, when the dealer takes away all cads from the table.

  - Start of track/ End of track
  - Backwards/ forwards fast
  - Backwards/ forwards
  - Backwards/ forwards slow
  - Frame backwards/ forwards
 - Play/ Pause
 - Playback Speed
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The replay speed can be changed and adapted to requirements. The selected setting is displayed in the playback speed field
of the playback control:

• Options playback speed forwards/backwards slow: ×1⁄8, ×1⁄4, ×1⁄2
• Options playback speed forwards/backwards fast: ×2, ×4, ×8, ×16, ×32, ×64, ×128

Fig. 11

 ▶ Click on the date/time display.
 ▶ Enter a concrete point in time with the Date and Time options and confirm the entry with Apply to jump directly to the 
recording.

 ▶ Use the following units to jump directly forward (+) or back (-) in the track: Frames, Seconds, Minutes, Hours, Days.

Show Info Overlay - Activates/ deactivates the Info Overlay in the upper part of the view.
First Bet - Activates/ deactivates all First Bet markers (FB) in the timeline.
First Card - Activates/ deactivates all First Card markers (FC) in the timeline.
End of Game - Activates/ deactivates all End of Game markers (EG) in the timeline.
End of Play - Activates/ deactivates all End of Play markers (EP) in the timeline.

For further information regarding the time line such as adding backups or adding bookmarks see the SeMSy® Quickguide.
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Table Overview

The Table Overview provides basic information of a selected game table about all played cards of a game, placed bets of all 
involved players and their value. For the legend of bets see “Bets can be placed on:” on page 2.

Fig. 12

2.2.3 Raw Events

The Raw Events tab lists all incoming games with further structured such as Start Time, Results and Bet Values. Listed games 
can be filtered and exported in CSV data format.

Fig. 13

 Filter - Filters games by criteria such as Time, Card Suits & Numbers and Additional Events.
 Events/Games - Lists all incoming events/games of the selected table according to set criteria (last 24 hours per default).
 Further Options - Provides the option to refresh the filter and to export all listed games in CSV data format.
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3 CAT DATA IN THE DASHBOARD
Dashboards allow operators to keep track of important data sources and events at all times: The SeMSy® dashboard displays
processes, system information and application data in widgets such as CAT Table Statistics and charts. The process structure 
enables multiple dashboards to be viewed and used simultaneously on a single workstation.

Fig. 14

 Individual Game Information
 CAT Table Statistics

CAT Table Statistics

The CAT Table Statistics collects data from important processes and activities on a game table such as Average Bet Value and 
structures the data in a tabular form. The data shown in the CAT Table Statistics can be differentiated into three categories: 
Losing Table, Highest Action Table and Highest Action Player and can retrieve game table activities from the past 24 hours.

Losing Table - Arranges game tables by the loss of every table in the selected time range. The table, which is losing the 
highest value, is displayed at the top.

Highest Action Table - Arranges game tables according to the number of games played in the selected time range. The table
with the most games played is displayed at the top.

Highest Action Player - Arranges game tables according to the value of wagers placed in the selected time range. The Table
with the higher wager sum is displayed at the top.

For further information about dashboard configuration and operation see the documents Dashboard Editor Configuration 
and Dashboards Usage.


